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1 Introduction
A blob is a cryptographic data structure that CAAM uses to protect data. It
provides both confidentiality and integrity protection.
This document provides instructions and steps on how to set up and run a
demo application to generate both red and black key blobs and use them to
encrypt and decrypt data.

2 Overview
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CAAM 's built-in blob protocol provides a method for protecting user-defined data across system power cycles. The data to be
protected is encrypted so that it can be safely placed into non-volatile storage before the chip is powered down. Each time the
blob protocol is used to protect data, a randomly generated key is used to encrypt the data. The random key is itself encrypted
using a key encryption and is then stored along with the encrypted data. The encryption key is derived from the chip's master
secret key so the encryption key can be recreated when the chip powers up again. The combination of encrypted key and encrypted
data is called a blob. CAAM blobs differ depending on the data needed to be protected. Red blobs are intended for general data
(left unencrypted when the blob is decapsulated). Black blob’s input during blob encapsulation is assumed to be a black key, and
the output during blob decapsulation is either a black key that is written into memory, or an unencrypted key that is placed directly
into a Key Register. A black key is an encrypted plain text key which is not power cycle safe, that's why it needs to be encapsulated
into a blob. The black blob itself is exactly the same as a red blob, except that the BKEK derivation is different from red blobs. This
prevents a black blob from being decapsulated as a red blob, which would leave the key exposed in memory.
This demo application uses secure memory blobs. The advantages of secure memory blobs over general memory blobs are:
• Secure memory blobs can be used only with secure memory, and all data must be encapsulated from, or decapsulated to,
the same partition
• Secure memory blobs are subject to different secure memory access control restrictions than are general memory blobs
• Secure memory blob can be imported only into a partition with the same access permission settings as the partition from
which the blob was exported

3 Components
Figure 1 illustrates the interaction between the components of the demo application.
To add kernel support for generating red/black blobs using CAAM and to encrypt/decrypt data using blobs, the key_blob kernel
module must be added and enabled. To solve the requests received from the user space application, kernel module uses CAAM
APIs and Secure Memory.
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Figure 1. Overview of the demo application
CAAM provides some high-level cryptographic protocol operations like: memory slave interface that gives access to the Secure
Memory and a DMA interface that allows CAAM to read/write data from external memory. The key_blob kernel module handles
the allocation/deallocation of slots in secure memory page. and import/export of keys into/from memory blobs.
The kb_test user space application, executes the system call corresponding to the parameters received. If there is a request for
encapsulating a key into a blob- It is used for encryption/decryption; the size of the key should be a multiple of 16 bytes. The demo
application uses AES-ECB mode encryption which works with 128, 192 or 256-bit long key size. AES-ECB is a block cipher mode
of operation and uses 16 bytes for the block size.
Before encapsulating a key into a blob, and encrypting a file with it; the key size should be adjusted in order to be 128/192/256
bit long. Also, the file size containing the data to be encrypted should be adjusted to be a multiple of 16 bytes. Otherwise, the
kb_test application automatically adjusts the keyfile size and the size of the file that contains data to be encrypted.

4 Setup
To see the setup instructions and run the demo application Click here.
If you face any problems during execution of the application (for example: The blob generated is 0x0), check:
• All the kernel options are correctly enabled
• Demo application is in sync with the kernel version(Apply the right kernel app patch for your kernel version or update the
kernel code according to the kernel version)

5 Usage
Encapsulating/Decapsulating a key into/from a blob
This section describes the steps required to encapsulate/decapsulate a key into/from a blob.
• Create a regular file with the desired key.
• Encapsulate/Decapsulate the key into/from a red/black blob:
$ ./kb_test encap <key_color> <key_file> <blob_file> //for encapsulation
$ ./kb_test decap <key_color> <blob_file> <key_file> //for decapsulation

<key_color> can be red or black
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<key_file> is a regular file that contains the key to be encapsulated. This file should exist.
<blob_file> is the name of the file that will hold the blob
Encrypting/Decrypting a file using a blob
This section describes the steps required to encrypt/decrypt a file using a blob.
• Create a blob with the desired key and color.
• Encrypt/Decrypt a file using the blob:
$ kb_test encr <key_color> <blob_file> <input_file> <encrypted_file>
$ kb_test decr <key_color> <blob_file> <encrypted_file> <decrypted_file>

// for encryption
// for decryption

<key_color> can be red or black
<blob_file> is a regular file that contains the blob to be used for encryption/decryption. This file should exist.
<input_file> is a regular file that contains data to be encrypted_file. This file should exist.
<encrypted_file> is the name of the file that will contain the encrypted data
<decrypted_file> is the name of the file that will contain the decrypted data
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